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Background  

Village Jharauta is part of the Holi Gram Panchayat in Bharmour Tehsil of the Chamba district, which lies 

to the north of the Kangra District and is sandwiched between the Dhauladhar and Pir Panjal mountain 

ranges of the Himalaya. Inhabited dominantly by the Gaddis, who are recognized as scheduled tribes in 

the state of Himachal Pradesh, this is a schedule V area. The panchayat is one of the six affected by the 

180MW Bajoli Holi Hydroelectric Project (HEP) being constructed by GMR on the left bank of Ravi River.  

 

Bajoli Holi Power Station location along with left (populated) and right (barren) banks of Ravi; polygons depicting 

current mudslides due to water seepage from tunnel testing 

 

The case of 180 MW Bajoli Holi HEP has historically remained under heavy contestation by local 

communities on grounds of risk to life and livelihoods. To begin with the key conflict surrounding the 

project was the unscientific and fallacious shift in siting of the dam construction site from barren and 

rugged right bank to green and heavily populated left bank of Ravi. The community sentiment, as per the 

irrational change in project design, was that the project would place their habitation under risk, dry up 

natural water springs and force them to become overnight refugees.  The very threat to life and property 

has been the main reason for their protest against government officials and the project management ever 

since. However, under coerced local political circumstances and assurance from government 

administration and project management about insignificant risk, the project proceeded, bypassing any 

detailed geological and hydrogeological study of the site. A detailed report of the fact-finding study 



conducted in 2014 had documented the probable impacts and the repression faced by the protestors, 

especially women in the project affected area.  

In the last week of December 2021, several news items appeared in the local electronic and print media 

reporting sudden seepages from the tunnel of the HEP (URL 1-4). The volume and intensity of the 

leakages was heavy enough to have triggered landslides and cracks in and around the homes of 

residents in Jharauta village. Reports also suggested that the same had started around 17th to 19th 

December after ten days of the incident, the seepages and resultant landslides continued even as no 

substantial action was taken by the project authorities or the local administration.  

Himdhara Environment Research and Action Collective, an environment action and watchdog group that 

has been documenting the adverse impacts of large-scale development projects, especially Hydro Electric 

Projects (HEPs), in Himachal and lending affected communities support to access knowledge and 

information about their socio-economic and environmental rights. The team conducted a brief fact-

finding visit on the 3rd and 4th of January 2022 to Jharauta with the following objectives:  

Objectives of fact-finding survey: 

1. To collect local testimonies from Jharauta residents located in alignment of the project tunnel 

site, regarding cracks on residential houses and private/forest lands 

2. To document the seepage of water from various sections below the tunnelling site 

3. To document response of the administration with regard to the risk of landslide to habitations 

and lives of local inhabitants residing below tunnel testing site 

 

People interacted with: Anoop Verma (Gram Vikas Samiti); Members of Mahila Mandal - Savitri Devi, 

Asha Devi, Bindra Devi; Paras Ram, Chairman, BDC, Recorded Statements of the Mr. Bansal, Head, HR, 

GMR company, Naib Tehsildar Holi  

 

Local Testimonies and key observations of the unfolding hazard since 19th December 2021 and the 

state response  

● On the night of the 19th December 2021, the villagers in Jharauta first noticed that the seepages 

near ‘Pan kud’ near the local deity Sati temple which is a forest area. ‘The seepage amount at the 

time was not much’, the women reported but as the days passed it kept increasing’. The news 

from staff of the project was that the tunnel testing for the project had been started but there 

was no formal notice about the same. The next day the local media and local panchayat and block 

representatives were informed about this. 

● On 22nd December the seepage started at the root of the village near the Holi-Chamba Road (State 

Highway), by this day three houses had started reporting appearing of massive cracks around the 

house and also in the walls. These included Chain Singh, Saini Ram and Jodha Ram, who were 

subsequently shifted to temporary quarters nearby on and after 31st December, 2021. Savitri Devi 

W/o Chain Singh, was the first to vacate house and shifted on temporary quarters along with their 

livestock in nearby colony areas.  

● On 22nd December, 2021, the SDM Bharmour happened to be visiting Holi to ‘celebrate’ the Ravi 

Mahotsav (Festival) being organised by the administration. Some representatives of the village 
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met the SDM and conveyed during which the urgency and possible hazard to the village was 

brought to his attention. However, the project officials present during this briefing, while 

accepting that the tunnel testing was being carried out, assured that it would not cause much 

damage and there was no risk whatsoever (‘Gaanv ko koi khatra nahin’).  

● A memorandum was submitted to Nayab Tehsildar on 23rd December, informing about the chain 

of events. By this time seepage had also started on the left side of the Kyi Nala and the volume of 

this leakage was much larger, which indicated that the testing was being continued. 

● On 27th December, the Nayab Tehsildar’s office was visited again but he was on leave. Meetings 

were conducted within Gram Panchayat Holi members and local residents led by BDC/VDC met 

SDM and submitted a dossier regarding the seepage of water from the tunnel on 29/12/2021 

(Annexure 1). The plan was to meet the ADM but he was unavailable on the said date. The SDM 

had assured the residents of affected villages with quick action on their negotiated demands. He 

also informed the delegation that ‘orders had been issued to the project proponents to halt 

testing and repair the current breach in the tunnel before moving ahead with testing works. The 

same news also appeared in a local newspaper.  

● Furthermore, on 31st December, 2021 taking cognizance of the cracks in houses and private lands 

and threat to life due to water seepage from tunnel testing, an agreement was signed between 

GMR management and Chain Singh, Saini Ram and Jodha Ram – the affected residents of Jharauta 

village whose houses could potentially collapse as a result of the seepages (Annexure 2). In this 

agreement on a blank piece of paper, the company official has promised to take care of the ‘rental’ 

that would be incurred as a result of the displacement and provide ‘compensation for damage to 

home’. However, the agreement states that the same was being done to provide ‘mental relief’ 

to the families as they were ‘feeling’ unsafe and currently living under fear from ongoing physical 

reality. Our team reached the site on 3rd January in the afternoon. We observed that a worker had 

started emptying out his shed that had begun to come under the grip of the landslide near the 

Holi Chamba Road at the root of the village. Right next to it was an under-construction house 

belonging to Mr Sunil Dutt. Water was seeping from above and the land could be seen sliding 

down, stones rolling down.  

● On 4th January, news came in of the ADM having constituted a committee of four officials from 

Revenue, Forest, Horticulture; headed by Nayab Tehsildar. The committee was to evaluate losses 

and damage in the area and provide temporary relief for the 3 displaced families to put up in 

rental accommodation and cover the expenses incurred to move the household items (Rs. 25,000 

was fixed for the same).   

● While the committee was visiting the residents of the Jharauta and neighbouring village of the 

Holi Panchayat gathered to raise slogans against the company and local administration. The 

sloganeering continued and members of the community repeatedly asked the company whether 

they can assure that the testing had been stopped. They also demanded that “Pehle aap humari 

zimmedari le lo”.  

● The committee was asked to move to the power house and close down the operations. “We want 

assurance that no work will be carried out here till this matter is resolved”, the villagers 

demanded. A woman said “Why don’t you shift to our village and we move into your colony with 

our livestock?”.  

 



     
People of Holi Panchayat protesting against negligence of administration for safety and falsified 

previous risk assessments by GMR company 

 

● The HR head made an announcement that no work would be carried out on ‘Adit 6’ (part of the 

tunnel near Jharauta till the matter is resolved. He also assured that repair operations would be 

started at the earliest. That they would carry out detailed studies of the risks to Jharauta and all 

damages to residents as assessed by the administration would be borne by the company.  

● As per current information, tunnel testing is stopped by company management and repairing 

works are ongoing. Previously locked powerhouse gates by protesting communities are opened 

and the facility seems to be working again. Landslide/mudslide seems to stabilise for the moment, 

but without a site-specific scientific study no comments could be made regarding current stability 

or future risk. Since Bharmour area falls under Seismic Zone IV (DDMA Chamba, 2020), such 

instance of human-caused landslides becomes another hazard in waiting. As per our sources, 

there are talks to move out affected households via government rules, but no clarity has been 

given whether all benefits of the R&R plans will be extended to Jharauta village. Large seepages, 

as per local community information, stopped on 8th January, 2022, however, small seepages are 

still ongoing. 

Images from Jharauta village (Ward. No 4) is most affected and under continuous risk due recent water 

seepage and cracks on property. As informed, the residents of Jharauta (40 families), Ward No. 4 of Holi 

Panchayat noticed the following in the area from the day the testing work was initiated:  

         



 

Cracks on houses/land of three families in Ward No. 4 Jharauta, with commencing of tunnel testing 

after 19th December 

     

Large cracks on public/private land and heavy water seepage below tunnel site on 19th December 

2021 

 

Demands from community 

As deliberated by local communities via personal meetings and video interviews, following demands 

are put forth for consideration by the administration: 

1. Immediate stopping of Tunnel Testing until the faults are repaired and risk preventive measures 

are put into place by GMR company management 

2. State Dam Safety Organization of HP to investigate the matter at hand in urgent basis with on-

ground visits 

3. A detailed safety assessment vis a vis relevant remedial actions be taken by GMR company 

management 

4. To assure that GMR company management follow the directions by concerned authority in a 

timely manner 

5. Ward No. 4, Jharauta village under Holi Gram Panchayat to be declared ‘Completely Affected’ area 

under the project and given all benefits under Rehabilitation and Resettlement Plan. 

6. Comprehensive scientific (geological) assessment be carried out to assess the causes and extent 

of the seepages, cracks and landslides. This report has to be made public – with the people of the 

affected area. No testing work should start before this. 

 

 

HISTORY OF OVERSIGHTS, NEGLIGENCE AND NON-COMPLIANCE  

It is imperative to view the current incident in the larger historical context, not just of the negligence 

and violations around safety issues of the Bajoli Holi project in particular, and in hydropower 

development in the state of Himachal in general. 



1. Wrongful Siting of the Project 

According to Landslide Hazard Zonation Atlas of India, 2003 more than 97% of the total geographical area 

of the state of Himachal Pradesh is prone to landslide hazards. In the state, 56% of constructed HPPs are 

under serious threat of landslide hazards, as a 2015 study of State Disaster Management Authority (SDMA) 

warns. Hence, any negligence at the level of planning and impact assessment is bound to have disastrous 

consequences. The Environment Impact Assessment reports prepared for hydropower projects have 

failed to do a genuine assessment of the impacts often ignoring landslide proneness, seismicity issues 

or disaster proneness of the areas.  

In case of the Bajoli Holi project too, the affected area is in Bharmour region which falls under the high to 

very high landslide susceptibility zone of GSI mapping. As per Disaster Management Cell, Revenue 

Department funded report, almost all of the villages in Bharmour block falls under high landslide hazard 

risk zone (TARU, 2015).  

At the very planning stage, the HPSEB (Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board), in their inspection report 

of the project, cited the Right Bank of Ravi as natural choice since the left bank has all the orchards, 

cultivated fields, thick forest, public road, helipad, school, etc. whereas the Right Bank was practically 

barren. The left bank is stated as more disturbed, with a 2014 GSI Inspection report describing the 

presence of several ancient landslide scars in the area. The same is evident from the fact that the area 

around Andhrala and Dayothal villages has seen heavy landslides during 1988. Yet, the project was built 

on the left bank.  

Not just landslides the area in general is at increased threat from higher glacial melting and subsequent 

lake formation due to climatic changes. It is evident from the fact that 38 new lakes were formed in the 

short period from 2016-18 due to glacial melting in Ravi Basin (HIMCOSTE, 2019). This means that the 

threat of GLOF like climatic disasters is high. 

These are major oversights that were not taken seriously at the planning and impact assessment stage of 

the project - the cost of which is being borne by the people. It also needs to be put on record that although 

Himachal Government had committed to the conducting of Cumulative Environment Impact Assessment 

Studies, no such assessment has been carried out for the Ravi River basin and the process of granting 

clearances has gone on unabated choking the river from the source (Annexure 3).   

2. List of Non-Compliances reported by authorities and locals post construction  

There are various issues of non-compliance observed by Himachal Pradesh State Pollution Control Board 

(HPSPCB) and other non-governmental actors including local communities. HPSPCB has failed to 

effectively monitor muck dumping and even after issuance of multiple notices, no punitive action was 

taken and the breach of regulation continued.  

Even after knowing that such projects can affect natural water sources in the region, the Environment 

Clearance letter did not include the condition to monitor natural water sources. Irrigation and Public 

Health department, in order to mitigate the impacts of drying of natural water sources, said that it will 

‘monitor the impacts of the construction of Bajoli-Holi hydroelectricity project on the natural water 

sources’, however, RTI responses by them clarified that they ‘did not do it’. 



Furthermore, there is no compliance condition with regards to blasting and no department/agency carries 

out monitoring of the impacts of blasting on the nearby areas. EIA reports also do not address the issue 

in seriousness of the matter and offers ‘controlled and regulated’ blasting as the mitigation measure.  

Most importantly, Road construction is a part of compliance conditions and the compliance report says 

that the same is being complied with however non-compliance is blatant. Our field observation revealed 

that the existing central/main road from Holi to Nayagram was almost invisible because of regular 

movement of heavy vehicles and there was only dust hovering over it. The dust is severely impacting the 

agricultural and road-side business growth in the area. These have not been considered for any 

compensation. 

All project development activities involving construction of roads, tunnels and powerhouse has gravely 

degraded surrounding forest land, used by Gaddi tribal community for grazing and collection of forest 

resources like firewood, fodder and medicinal plants.  

As informed by Jharauta village communities, more than 4000 oak trees have been felled for the project 

already and more are likely to be damaged due to the current disaster. Under Forest Rights Act (FRA), 

2006 these are community forest rights over this forest and its resource, for which no NoC was sought 

and no compensation has been provided to them under the Forest Rights Act 2006 either.  

The people in Jharauta had reported of the triggering of a landslide back in 2018 above the Holi main road. 

Given this earlier incident ample strict safety protocols should have been observed but the same was not 

done. And even after 2 weeks of heavy water seepage no investigative team of the State Safety Authority 

has surveyed the area regarding safety and increased hazard risk. There is an urgent need for 

comprehensive and competent study from reliable independent or government geological-hydrological 

scientists seems necessary, before further tunnel testing to prevent any possible hazards and losses to 

human life. Currently, among the residents of Holi GP there is atmosphere of fear and distrust, reflecting 

failure of state and its regulatory mechanism (referring to inactive Dam Safety Cell, Directorate of Energy, 

GoHP). 

3. Tunnel Impacts not studied in Environment, Social Impact Assessment reports and R&R plans 

The Environment and Social Impact Assessment reports have failed to assess the adverse impacts of 

tunnel construction in hydropower projects. Villages located in the alignment of the tunnel are not 

considered as ‘project affected’ and thus every time an impact of the tunnel unfolds - whether it is a crack 

in the surfaces or drying of springs or leakage in the tunnel - the burden of proving that it is linked to the 

project is put onto the community. On one hand the community has to cope with a gradual loss of 

livelihoods and resources. The trauma due to such hazards and risks compromises their situation further. 

To expect the community to draw a linkage when all activities are underground and thus not directly 

visible is unjust. While the environment regulatory framework fails to provide long term and preventive 

solutions to future threat to human life and ongoing suffering from insecurity to life, there is also no relief 

offered - as these areas are excluded from all benefits of Rehabilitation and Resettlement package.  



           

Recent mudslides and affected residential sheds due to water seepage on 3rd January 2022 

4. Tunnel menace in project after project 

It must be put on record that this is not the first incidence of its kind that has occurred in Himachal 

Pradesh. In the last ten years a series of such hazards during tunnel testing at hydropower project sites 

have led to loss of life and property. Here we are listing a few such incidents:  

● May, 2020, In the middle of the first wave of the lockdown the 100m MW hydroelectric power 

project was in the testing phase. The incident caused flooding in the premises of the project, 

trapping 30 people on the property. 

● May, 2019. The 100 MW Sainj Hydropower Project in Himachal Pradesh’s Kullu district had 

stopped its operations after severe leakage due to massive cracks in the dam was noticed. The 

leakage continued for two months but not a single remedial measure was taken. 

● April, 2019, Sainj Valley, Kullu Parbati Stage-III. The National Hydroelectric Power Corporation 

(NHPC) failed to plug a leakage in a 7.6-km head race tunnel of the 520 MW Parbati power 

project-III on the Sainj river in Kullu, even after spending crores on it. Reported leakage in tunnel 

endangering the lives of residents of Bihali and Sampagani villages 

● April, 2017, Sainj Valley, Kullu, 800 MW Parbati II Project. Due to continuous leakage in the 

tunnel of the project, landslide and displacement of people occurred. Huge cracks spread over 

200 m appeared in the hills, leading to landslide & fall of soil and rocks, immediately threatening 

eight families of Rahan (Reina) village, though over 400 families of some 12 villages of Rella 

Panchayat are facing the prospects of disaster as cracks in the hill have appeared just above the 

villages. 

● In April 2012 there was a massive leakage in the 16km HRT of the 231 MW, Chamera III project 

just above the Mokhar village in Chamba district leading to severe threat to the village downhill 

so much so that the 40 families residing there had to be evacuated. This picture is of the Adit 6 

of the tunnel. The leakage occurred during testing of the generating units 

Apart from testing, which is clearly a sensitive time, given the hazardous nature of underground 

construction itself, especially in risky terrains, several other accidents have been documented during 

construction and in the long run many years after the project has been constructed, the area remains 

vulnerable. This calls for urgent interventions in terms of hydropower project planning, impact 

assessment processes and strengthening safety protocols, grievance redressal and accountability 

http://www.himdhara.org/hydropower/interactive-timeline-the-clean-energy-hazardscape/


mechanisms. These have already been suggested to the Directorate of Energy, The National Disaster 

Management Authority, the State Disaster Management Authority, the Ministry of Environment and 

Forests who have been apprised of these hazards vide detailed submissions in 2015 and later again in May 

2019. However, these have not translated to any concrete action.  

     Summary of observations and recommendations: 

1. The entire area below the tunnel testing site (including Jharauta village and Bajoli Holi road nearby 

power station) is under grave danger from landslides. Cases of crack in houses and private/public 

lands are prevalent in the region and shows the fragility of underlying geological strata. A 

comprehensive scientific study from reliable and competent research agencies is necessary to 

avoid life threatening hazards in the area. 

2. Recent tunnel testing has showcased the failure of GMR company management to assure safety 

of nearby communities. HP State Dam Safety Organization needs to intervene and investigate 

related safety concerns in public interest. 

3. Activation of the State Level Safety Authority and audit dam safety cells at the project level with 

complete adherence to safety norms failing which no project should be allowed to be 

commissioned or operate 

4. Until the National Dam Safety rules are passed an Executive order for creation of a grievance 

redressal mechanism for addressing issues brought forth by public, related to risk posed by 

seepage or any such incidents leading to or aggravating further hazard risk in all hydro project 

areas. 

5. Communities in the area are currently living under distress – neither administration nor company 

management has shown commensurable response to match the severity of risk. Such high-risk 

zone situated villages (Jharauta village) should be declared ‘ Fully Project Affected’ at the time 

of the environment and social impact assessment. Band-aid fixes in form of compensation and 

temporary relocation does no justice to the physical and psychological difficulties experienced by 

communities. 

6. The incident should be taken as a lesson for future hydro projects on highly fragile geological 

strata (a signature of Bharmour region and entire Ravi River Basin) to avoid potential hazard and 

related human life/ economic loss. A High-Level Committee should be urgently constituted to 

bring out a White paper on ‘Hydropower related safety hazards’ in the state.  

7. The concerned authority should develop a protocol to be followed by hydro project developers 

at the time of testing of different components of hydro projects and there should be provision 

of punitive action if not followed. 

 

Annexures: 

Annexure 1 
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